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                             ABSTRACT 

Whenever we have a tendency to take into account  

any invariant options of the image which will be 

used for reliable matching between varied image of 

object of sence. The feature of the invariant to 

image scale and rotation needs to be modification 

as a result of the perspective because the action of 

the size and alter in illumination for the properly 

matched with high likelihood against an oversized 

information of feature from several pictures. This 

paper describes the approach to be used for feature 

from several pictures. these days image process has 

become a viewpoint whereas considering any 

purpose of action within the giant scale image. This 

paper gift AN real time application of compression 

of the image process technique which might be 

expeditiously used for the interfacing with any 

hardware. This sweetening rule square measure 

terribly necessary for the action set up that has been 

outline for image process rule. 

Keywords—Image capturing,camera, Compression, 

enhancement Algorithm. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The image process is that the basic side of the 

many drawback in laptop vision as well as any 

object appear or whereas considering recognition. 

The image process isn't however solely a sort of the 

signal process wherever the input is a picture ,like a 

picture or any video, that isn't compressed however 

this video that isn't compressed however this video 

that is during a frame has the set of matrix that isn't 

within the compressed mode. the price of extracting 

the matrix from the invared application has become 

the integral a part of the filtering approach during 

which the dearer technique ar applied solely at 

location that associate degree initial stage or the 

take a look at. A typical image of size 500*500 

pixels can produce|make|create} to about 2000 

stable feature. the amount of options is especially 

necessary for beholding, wherever the flexibility to 

observe any of the little object in untidy 

background needs that a minimum of three feature 

be properly matched for every object for reliable 

identification. the method of fixing the illustration 

of any image is truly known as as image writing, 

and if the image illustration consumes less space 

for storing than the initial, then it's known as as 

compression , this implies that once a lot of bit side 

to the bit stream, the decoded image can contain a 

lot of detail. A property like progressive joint 

professional cluster (JPEG) image. 

NEED OF THE COMPRESSION 

Whenever we consider any raw data required by a 

single color image need not require any great deal 

of storage space.As the color of any image 

increasing give rise to more storage problem in this 

case we need to  store and transmit the image for 

this we need compression.It is obvious that image 

requires large transmission bandwidth and 

transmission time and large storage space,which are 

proportional to the size of an image.  

 The image processing is perform on both an image 

and video input fed to raspberry pi through a 

specific toolbox. for image input ,the image is fed 

to the raspberry pi using image from a file block. 

BASICS OF RASPBERRY PI 

Raspberry pi is that the device that is for  the 

process of the info stream.the images and therefore 

the video get compressed by victimisation this 

device.raspberry pi provides higher chance than 

solely seeing simulation result.the application 

device like raspberry pi has restricted capabilities 

and therefore software package has got to be 

developed with the limitation within the mind. 

matlab in raspberry pi will run each in an 

exceedingly simulink mode and wherever the board 

is connected. 
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From the subsequent fig. raspberry pi software 

package design the half lined with arm was the 

primary free followed by the half referred to as 

videocore gpu. The half orange in colred indicate 

the closed supply such driver code running on the 

ARM was obtainable , but the graphics library 

provided by source suppliers area unit closed 

supply.raspberry pi permits users to completely 

understands its internal operation likewise as 

develop own open supply driver or write codes for 

general purpose computing on graphics process 

unit. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig : raspberry pi software architecture. 

 

IV.FUNDAMENTAL OF IMAGE 

COMPRESSION 

     Whenever any image is viewed for human 

perpestive the image is always in the 2D format. In 

general any digital image processing algorithm 

consists of three stages  

1. Input 

2. Processor 

3. Output 

In the input stage input image is captured by a 

camera. It is send to a particular system to focus on 

a pixel of image that’s given its output as a 

processing  image  

     The simulink model for image input is 

as shown below, the video and can be compressed 

by using  raspberry  

Pi.the result is display throught a SDL video 

display. 

 The operation and  result  are return totwo 

matlab function block,in which one is refered as to 

the RGB,then the video is display throught a video 

display block. The structure for the vido input is 

same as for the image input with an additional  

MATLAB function block. 

  

 
Figure: Simulink model general structure for 

image and video input. 

Video capture block provide a sequence of RGB 

images in contract to video display block which 

accept separated R, G and  B input. For    from     

RGB,  the code connects each R,G and B input 

together then convert into grayscale .to RGB the 

input is multiplied with 255 to prepare for a uint 

type before being separated for R G and B as an 

input for video display block.if the output display 

on video display block is an image it needed to be 

rotate and flip to provide a correct portion of the 

result.this,is not needed if the display output is a 

video. 

V.Methodology 

        The Proposed method uses the raspberry pi 

and the MATLAB for compression. Following are 

the major stages of compression. Following are the 

major stages of compution used to generate the set 

of image feature  

 

1] scale space extrema detection 

2] Keypoint localization 

3] Orrientation assignment 

4] Keypoint description 

 

VI.Implementation. 

 

Arithmetic cryptography could be a form of 

entropy encryption used in lossless info pressure. 

Typically, a series of characters, as an example, the 

words "hi" is spoken to utilizing a hard and fast 

range of bits per character, as within the code code. 

At the purpose once a string is modified over to 

number-crunching encryption, usually used 

characters are place away with less bits and not-

sofrequently happening characters are place away 

with additional bits, conveyance concerning vessel 

bits used altogether. Number-crunching 

cryptography varies from differing types of entropy 

encryption, as an example, Huffman cryptography, 

in this as critical analytic  the contribution to phase 

pictures and replacing every with a code, range-

crunching cryptography encodes the total message 

into a solitary number, a self-assertive accuracy 

division alphabetic character wherever zero.0 ≤ 

alphabetic character < one.0, or meant in interim as 

[0.0 ≤ n < one.0). It speaks to the current 
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knowledge as a variety, characterised by 2 

numbers.Recent uneven Numeral Systems cluster 

of entropy coders takes into consideration faster 

usage due to foursquare functioning on a solitary 

characteristic range talking to the current 

knowledge. The formula used is to make sure a 

minimum of two hundredth increase within the 

compression ratios that were discovered within the 

older jpeg compression formula because of the 

distinct riffle remodel that was used rather than the 

standard distinct circular function remodel.  

This formula for compression is comparable to the 

jpeg2000 formula isn't wide used because of the 

massive range of standard jpeg format and lesser 

noticeable variations in cupboard space .This 

technique are often wont to compress png,jpg ,jp2 

or the other image kind .However this could be a 

perfect technique to transmit additional classified 

pictures with a lesser risk of hackers manipulating 

or intercepting the pictures that ar to be sent to the 

server. thus this not solely ensures quicker 

transmission however additionally ensures higher 

safety than the standard jpeg algorithms to 

compress and transmit knowledge or pictures 

mistreatment this technique 

The increasing demand to include video knowledge 

into telecommunications services, the company 

surroundings, the industry, and even reception has 

created digital video technology a necessity. A 

problem, however, is that also image and digital 

video knowledge rates ar terribly massive, usually 

within the vary of 150Mbits/sec. knowledge rates 

of this magnitude would consume heaps of the 

information measure, storage and computing 

resources within the typical laptop computer. For 

this reason, Video Compression standards are 

developed to eliminate image redundancy, 

permitting video info to be transmitted and keep in 

a very compact and economical manner. 

However, the tradition mode has several 

disadvantages with the redoubled necessities. 

Nowadays, embedded device has compete a vital 

role in several applications like instrumentality 

management. Embedded device has outstanding 

character for its little size and additional quality. In 

our system, we have a tendency to mix the wireless 

communication and embedded device along. As for 

Eos (Embedded in operation System), we have a 

tendency to choose the MATLAB 2010 Ra as our 

bottom system. 

VII.Result 

The video from the video source is given to the 

processing block and the output of the processing 

block by using raspberry pi get compress and the 

output bit per pixel obtain with a compression 

ration as shown in the above block. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have successfully compressed image and video by 

using latest version of  raspberry pi. The development 

environment used is Matlab. In this original image is in 

gray scale and output image obtain is also gray scale. 

The compression ratio is4.627 and bit per pixel is 1.729. 

VIII.Conclusions 

This paper has been also presented methods for 

using the keypoint for object recognition. The 

approach we have described uses approximate 

nearest neighbour lookup, a tough transform for 

identifying cluster that agree on object pose least 

square pose detection, and final verification. We 

have implemented the algorithm to enhance a  

image in different enhancement degree using 

Raspberry Pi. It was found that the algorithm 

developed for the compression technique and 

execute successfully and gives a very colorfull 

image. 
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